
Astro 404

Lecture 26

Oct. 25, 2021

Announcements:

• PS8 due Friday

• Office Hours:

Instructor–Wed after class, or by appointment

TA: Thur 2:30–3:30

Last time: began star formation

Q: what conditions needed to form stars?

Q: what is the raw material (“fuel”) for star formation?

Q: where is this found?1



Molecular Gas is Star Formation Fuel

To form stars: need gas to collapse under gravity

• not in hydrostatic equilibrium!

• need environment with low pressure

• hence need cold gas clouds

General rule:

heating matter → break down into smaller parts

molecules → atoms → nuclei and electrons

and eventually even even nuclei → neutrons and protons

reflected in binding energies: B(H2) < B(H) ≪ B(4He)

lessons:

• molecular hydrogen has smallest binding energy

requires coldest temperatures to survive collisions

• as T rises, molecules → torn to atoms → torn to ions

• collapse and star formation most likely in molecular gas
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The Molecular Milky Way: Ongoing Star Formation

our Galaxy and other galaxies contain giant molecular clouds

• made mostly of molecular hydrogen H2

• but most easily seen via CO carbon monoxide molecules

• typical giant molecular cloud conditions

• mass M ∼ 105M⊙, size R ∼ 10 pc, temperature T ∼ 20 K

can be opaque to optical light, visible in IR and radio

www: molecular clouds

www: HST Eagle Nebula and newborn stars in infrared

sta formation is ongoing in our Galaxy

the Milky Way is a star-forming galaxy

as are all spiral galaxies!

www: M51/Whirlpool galaxy in optical, CO, and IR/dust
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Conditions for Collapse

consider a cloud of mass M , radius R, temperature T

with average particle mass mg

Sir James Jeans (1902): when does collapse occur?

if hydrostatic equilibrium → Virial theorem

GM2

R
∼ NkT =

M

mg
kT

Q: condition for gravitational collapse?

Q: critical radius? critical density?

Q: which is easier to collapse–large cloud or small?
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Gravitational Instability

condition for equilibrium: Virial theorem

GM2

R
∼ NkT =

M

mg
kT

gravitational collapse requires disequilibrium: Jeans instability

GM2

R
≫ NkT =

M

mg
kT

R ≪ RJ =
GmgM

kT
(1)

ρ ≫ ρJ ∼ M

R3
J

∼
(

kT

Gmp

)3
1

M2
(2)

Jean mass, radius, and density

ρJ ∝ 1/M2: highest mass has lowest critical density

Q: timescale for collapse?
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Initial Collapse: Freefall

Initially, Jeans unstable cloud:

• has large gravitational potential energy

• by definition, has negligible thermal pressure

• has low density: long mean free path ℓmfp = 1/nσ

for photons inside cloud

so collapse begins in free fall – gravity unopposed

with gravitational (dynamic) timescale (PS2)

τff ∼ 1√
Gρ

real interstellar clouds have nonuniform density

Q: if there are density fluctuations, how does collapse proceed?

Q: what does this mean for the collapsing cloud?
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Fragmentation: Birth of Protostars

freefall time: τff ∼ 1/
√
Gρ

for non-uniform density cloud:

• high-ρ regions have shortest τff: collapse fastest

• in these high-ρ regions, collapse makes density even higher

even faster collapse

• and high-ρ substructures collapse faster still

overall picture: cloud fragmentation

into many smaller collapsing objects

and highest density knots collapse fastest → protostars

www: protostars in Eagle Nebula

freefall continues until gravitational energy trapped

and turned into random motions → thermalized

Q: condition for trapping energy/heat?

Q: other nonthermal work the released energy can do?
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From Freefall to Thermalization

collapse → heating: higher T → blackbody flux F ∝ T4

but at first, photon mean free path ℓ = 1/nσ >∼ R

“optically thin” → radiation escapes: cloud cools

when density increases, ℓ <∼ R and energy trapped

but can be used to break bounds

unbind Hs and ionized H

if a fraction X ≈ 0.75 of gas mass is hydrogen

• energy to dissociate H2 molecules: E(H2) = XM/2mp B(H2)

• energy to ionize H atoms: E(H) = XM/mp B(H)

• total energy to reach full ionization Eion = E(H2) +E(H)

• leaves gas at temperature set by EionN kT = M kT/mg

kTionized ∼ X

(

1

2
B(H2) +B(H)

)

∼ k × 30,000 K (3)
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The Opaque Protostar

initially the protostar density is low

inside, photon mean free path ℓγ = 1/ngasσ > Rproto⋆

⇒ most photons escape: star is transparent

but with contraction: higher density and

atomic and molecular interior: high photon absorption

both factors: very small mean free path ℓγ

⇒ the protostar becomes opaque

so opaque that photons do not easily carry out

heat (energy) generated by contraction

⇒ large temperature gradient |dT/dr| ∝ 1/ℓγ

analogy: soup pan on stove–head buildup on bottom

Q: how does the heat escape?
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Buoyancy and Gas Transport

Consider fluid in gravity field

with buildup of large temperature gradient

• stellar examples: protostars, some other stellar interior regions

• everyday example: pot of water on stove

Archimedes principle: buoyancy of object in fluid

equal to weight of displaced fluid

so a low-density blob

has less mass and weight for its volume

→ positively buoyant → rises ρfluid

ρ fluidblob<ρ

F
buoy

1
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Fluid Response to Large Temperature Gradient

• large dT/dr: trapped heat

• causes fluid element (“blob”) to expand

• then blob density lower than surroundings

• and thus is bouyant – floats!

moves upward!

consider blob of gas in star, displaced upward

expands to match lower surrounding pressure

Q: what if new blob density higher than surroundings?

Q: and if it is lower?

Q: condition for stability?

Q: effect of instability?
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Convection in Stars

Displaced fluid comes to pressure balance

⋆ If new blob density > surrounding density

blob is “heavier” than surroundings

blob sinks back – stable against perturbation

⋆ If new blob density < surrounding density

blob is “lighter” than surrounds

blob continues to rise – bubbles up!

unstable against perturbation!

convection bubbling/boiling motion of fluid

driven by strong temperature gradients

• fluid motion carries heat up

• reduces dT/dr gradient

• mixes fluid material in convective region

Protostars: fully convective!q

fully convective

1
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The Hayashi Limit

Chushiro Hayashi (1960’s):

as protostars collapse in near-freefall

high opacity → fully convective

interior well-mixed → nearly uniform temperature

while gravitational energy release used to ionize star

temperature remains nearly constant until Tionized

1
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Protostars and the H-R Diagram

while protostars in freefall

temperature nearly uniform out to photosphere

and nearly constant despite contraction

How will protostar luminosity change?

A L increases with collapse

B L decreases with collapse

C L nearly constant with collapse

Q: how will this appear on H-R diagram?
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Protostars on the H-R Diagram

if T uniform and nearly constant during collapse

• the L = 4πR2 σT4 ∝ R2:

contraction decreases L

• on H-R diagram (Teff , L):

nearly vertical drop on “Hayashi track”

• until minimum L when fully ionized

main sequence

Lu
m

in
os

ity
L

Temperature T

protostar

Hayashi
limit

then: further collapse raises temperature (and density)

until nuclear reactions begin

• temperature becomes non-uniform (hotter in core)

• protostar luminosity gradually increases

• until collapse halted entirely: hydrostatic equilibrium at last!

• star joins main sequence! “zero age main sequence”
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the Main Sequence Across Stellar Masses

main sequence recap:

• longest-lived stellar phase

• in hydrostatic equilibrium

• pressure support – non-degenerate

• low mass stars: gas pressure dominates

high mass stars: radiation pressure dominates

• luminosity powered by core hydrogen fusion

evolution on main sequence:

• as core hydrogen depleted

• (ρc, Tc) increase → L increase

• main sequence brightening

future star evolution depends crucially on size and mass

of helium core ash of hydrogen burning

which is depends on mixing during main sequence phase
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iClicker Poll: Convection and Main Sequence Stars

turns out: some main sequence stars have convective cores

and some do not

For a given star, what difference does convective core make?

A extends the main sequence lifetime of the star

B increases mass of helium made during main sequence

C makes core temperature more uniform

D more than one of the above

E none of the above
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Convective Cores of Stars

if stellar core is not convective

• core gas is not stirred

• helium ash remains where formed

• no new fuel available when H depleted

if core is convective:

• gas circulates through entire convective zone

• hydrogen fuel and helium ash mixed

• new fuel brought downward

• so all hydrogen in convective zone available to burn

result: a star with convective core

burns more hydrogen, makes more helium, and lives longer

than a star without convection

1
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Director’s Cut Extras

1
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Convection and Stability

upward displaced blob comes into pressure equilibrium:

• if new blob density > surrounding fluid:

negatively buoyant → sinks back down: stable

• if new blob density < surrounding fluid:

positively buoyant → continues to rise: unstable

convection: www: solar granulation

rising hot blob, sinking cooler blobs

examples: air above flame, soup on stove – T high at base

instability due to strong temperature gradient

convective motions:

• mix material

• transport heat

• reduce temperature gradient
convective zone
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Adiabatic Gas

consider a blob of gas that expands or contracts

without exchanging energy with its environment

for example, rapid change, not time to radiate energy

no energy exchange: total energy (heat) constant

internal energy changes due to pdV work

dU = −P dV

non-relativistic, nondegenerate ideal gas: U = 3/2 PV

relativistic, nondegenerate gas: U = 3 PV

for U = w PV :

w d(PV ) = wP dV + V dP = −P dV (4)

wV dP = −(w +1) P dV (5)
dP

P
= −w +1

w

dV

V
(6)

2
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so for an adibatic change (no heat exchange)

dP

P
= −w +1

w

dV

V
(7)

logP = −w +1

w
logV + C (8)

P ∝ V −(w+1)/w (9)

Padiabatic = K ρ(w+1)/w (10)

for adiabatic changes: pressure set by density alone!

proportionality K depends on gas heat content

non-relativistic, nondegenerate ideal gas: w = U/PV = 3/2

Padiabatic,nr ∝ ρ5/3

relativistic, nondegenerate gas: w = 3

Padiabatic,rel ∝ ρ4/3

same scalings as for degenerate cases!
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Convection in Stars

When does convection set in?

Depends on pressure gradient

consider blob a radius r with ρ(r) and P(r)

displaced upward: r → r′ = r + δr

• rapid motion → adiabatic change

• expands to pressure equilibrium at new location

new pressure Pblob = P(r′)

Q: if star region has P = Kργ, what does blob do?

Q: what if region has P < Kργ?

Q: what if region has P > Kργ?2
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blob initially has ρ(r) and P(r)

displaced, new regions has P(r′) = P(r + δr)

adiabatic expansion: P(r′) = Pblob = Kρ
γ
blob

if star region has P = Kργ, then:

• P(r′) = Kρ(r′)γ

• so surrounding medium has ρ(r′) = ρblob
• neutrally buoyant – no further motion

if P(r′) > Kρ(r′)γ then

ρ
γ
blob > ργ(r′) so ρblob > ρ(r′)

negatively buoyant → convectively stable

if P(r′) < Kρ(r′)γ then ρblob < ρ(r′)
positively buoyant → convectively unstable!

Q: conclusion–when does convection occur?
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Convection and Adiabatic Gradients

lesson:

• convection occurs when P(r′) < Kρ(r′)γ

•when P decreases with r more steeply than adiabatic

ideal gas: P = ρ kT/mg

so adibatic gas with Pad ∝ ργ ∝ (Pad/T)γ has Pad ∝ T γ/(γ−1)

convection condition:

dP/P < dPad/Pad = γ/(γ − 1) dT/T , so temperature gradient

dT

dr
>

γ − 1

γ

T

P

dP

dr
(11)

so steep temperature gradient leads to convection

and then flows mix material, smooth the temperature gradient
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